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Location: Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street
Time: Drinks from 7.30 pm, talks start at 8:00 pm sharp
February 9th – Summer adventures – Have you spotted a break in the clouds over
the summer and got out in the hills? Or have you even braved the elements and
experienced a memorable mountain/crag adventure ? Then we would love to hear
about your trip! Please feel free to select some of your images to show at the next
section meeting. If you have some slides to show, be there by 7.30 pm.
March 9th – NZ’s 3000m Peaks – One Perspective – Penny Webster, who has
ascended the highest point of all NZ's 3000m mountains, will share personal and
historical aspects of her '3000m Peak Project'.

Approaching the summit of Mount Edgar Thompson. Photo: Matt Aldridge
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Upcoming club trips and events
4th -12th February - Erewhon to Mt Cook - Contact: Matt Buckley at
buckmatthews73@gmail.com
25th-26th February-Rock 4 (Advanced Ladies trad climbing weekend)- For further
details please contact Clayton at claytongarbes@hotmail.com
4th-5th March - Traditional Lead Climbing Course – Contact Clayton at
claytongarbes@hotmail.com
11th-12th - Dunedin Rock Climbing Weekend – Contact Clayton at
claytongarbes@hotmail.com
8th April - Rock Two( Sport Lead Climbing Course) - Contact Clayton at
claytongarbes@hotmail.com

Lead a Trip: If you would like to lead a trip for the club, alpine, rock climbing,
cycling or otherwise, contact Andrew Barrett: andrew.barrett@liquidvoice.co.nz
Further trip details on following page.
Mid week Rock Climbing
Runs every Wednesday evening. It happens, indoor or outdoors, depending on the
weather. An email is sent out to the climbing group at the beginning of the week with
details about who is organizing it. You are also welcome/encouraged to use the
climbing group to organize climbing at any time, including weekend trips. If you are
interested, please contact Janet Nicol on 0212307721 or at janetnicol@hotmail.com
We are also looking for a few more people who are willing to run a mid week climbing
session from time to time. Please put your hand up if you are able to help.
Mid week Mountaineering
The mid week group are mainly fairly mature mountaineers who still manage to plod
up a few peaks, usually on Wednesdays, depending on the weather. If you are
interested in joining us, please contact Pat Prendergast on 337 0 079 or at
pat@slingshot.co.nz
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Erewhon to Mt Cook - a transalpine expedition 4th -12th February
This trans-alpine expedition from Erewhon to Mt Cook must rate as one of the most
spectacular alpine journeys in the country. From our departure point at Erewhon the
mountaineering expedition will have the objective of gravitating towards the alpine
zone as we will head towards the Main Divide then SW towards Mt Cook. The journey
will call upon the full gambit of mountaineering skills as we will be navigating
mountain passes, traversing glaciers, climbing notable peaks whilst enduring some
long days in order to get to our destination. This trip is a must for those wanting to
challenge themselves in an expedition style outing in the Southern Alps. Transalpine
route TBA. All welcome. Note: this trip will involve approximately a week in the
mountains; however, the weekends of either the 4/5 or the 11/12 of February will be
used depending on the favourability of the weather.
If interested please contact Matt at buckmatthews73@gmail.com
Advanced Ladies Trad Climbing Course 25th – 26th February
FOR CURRENT NZAC MEMBERS ONLY.
An ideal course for those Ladies who have either done last year’s Ladies trad climbing
course, or can lead on trad and have a basic understanding of anchors.
This course is also a good refresher or could be useful to those Ladies looking to get
into rope work for multi pitch climbing and gain a deeper understanding of rope work
and gear involved in trad climbing.
Requirements for this course are that you must know how to lead belay(not with a gri
gri), lead climb and abseil - NO EXCEPTIONS as these will not be taught on the
course and that you are a current NZAC member.
The cost for this course is $150, based as two day trips to Banks Peninsula in
Canterbury and there will be a ratio of 1:3 so is limited to 6 students only so don’t miss
out as this will be the only course of its kind for 2017.When applying, please give an
outline of your climbing experience and your NZAC members details – we cannot
guarantee a spot for those non members applying and reserving you a place until you
have joined due to the small number of places available on this course.
Please contact Clayton on claytongarbes@hotmail.com and if you have met all the
criteria requested for this course, a registration form and equipment list will be sent
out.
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Traditional Lead Climbing Course – 4th-5th March
For NZAC Members only. Cost $200.
This is a weekend course at Spur Road in Timaru (departing Christchurch 7am
Saturday morning), open to males and females over the age of 16 and designed for
those who have lead on bolts outside(sport lead climbed) and wish to progress to
traditional (trad) lead climbing (placing gear on lead).You might also be a beginner
trad climber or perhaps someone who hasn’t done much climbing in recent times and is
looking for a refresher.
The course fee will cover petrol, one nights accommodation ( tenting at a motor camp),
equipment and two days quality instruction.We will also go out for a meal on the
Saturday night (you must pay for this yourself). This course will cover equipment,
technique, balance and movement on rock, trad lead climbing and placing gear,
construction of trad anchors and transition at the anchor station.
This course is not suitable for beginners and at a minimum you must know how to lead
belay(without a gri gri) and abseil as these two compulsory requirements will not be
taught on this course -NO EXCEPTIONS. You must be able to provide at a minimum,
a harness, rock shoes and prussik’s and the Canterbury / Westland section of the NZAC
can provide all other equipment necessary on a first come basis( a gear list will be
provided ).
Non NZAC members are welcome to apply and a registration form and further details
will be sent out at which time, when returning the registration form you must be a
current NZAC member and proof of this will be required.
There is a limit of 8 students on this course so it will strictly be the first 8 NZAC
members who will be guaranteed a spot so don’t miss out !Please contact Clayton on
claytongarbes@hotmail.com to express an interest, outlining a brief history about
yourself, climbing experience and what you would like to get out of the course.

Dunedin Rock Climbing Weekend – 11th-12th March
The popular annual rock climbing trip to Dunedin, with climbing for all styles ( trad /
sport and bouldering ) and abilities( from grade 12 up, beginners to experts welcome ).
Once again, we have booked the Long Beach Community Hall for the weekend with
ample tent space outside and full use of the hall’s amenities ( fully serviced kitchen
with everything provided, dining area and three toilets, no showers but the beach is 5
minutes away ).
The plan is to car pool where possible , down on the Friday afternoon / evening ( as
early as possible as it’s a 4.5 hr drive ), and return Sunday afternoon / evening.
The cost of the weekend is $30 and this will cover 2 x nights tenting, full use of the
Community Hall amenities and a organised bar b que on the Saturday evening ( there
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will be a meat or gluten free vegetarian option available ).

As this weekend will also act as a fundraiser with all proceeds after expenses ( hall hire
and bar b que ), to go towards crag repairs, if you choose to stay elsewhere or do your
own thing for a meal instead of the bar b que, the cost will still be the same - please
don’t be offended but this is an organised weekend.
Payment of the $30 will be CASH only( receipt provided if required ), as this will be
the easiest way to sort and pay for the expenses and you can either pay beforehand or
when you get there ( we will be relying on people’s honesty for this and there are NO
Eftpos facilities or shops at Long Beach so have enough $ thanks ).
Please DO NOT register on behalf of other people as we need to know the exact
numbers for the accommodation, bar b que and carpooling – all are welcome but
register in person yourself.
To avoid numerous emails below are a few guide lines and questions to be answered
when registering:













Full name and phone number.
Your climbing ability, what style you prefer and if you will need to be paired up
with others to climb for the weekend.
What time you can leave on the Friday, do you have a car that can be shared and
how many passengers or do you need a ride.
At a minimum you will need a harness, rock shoes, belay device, personal safety /
anchor chain and helmet ( a rope and lead gear would be useful but can be
provided if requested ).
Bring a tent / bivvy bag, sleeping bag and mat, overnight and personal gear, all
food except the bar b que Sat night( the nearest shops are 20 mins drive away so
please be prepared ).
If unsure about the weather for the weekend - Long Beach has its own micro
climate, different to Dunedin so if it’s a rainy forecast it could be perfectly fine
down at Long Beach and elsewhere for climbing – in short, don’t take too much
notice of the weather unless it’s a tropical down pour predicted !
All welcome from ages 18 and over and as it’s not up to the organisers or C/W
section to supervise those under 18, if so, bring a parent or guardian along -NO
EXCEPTIONS !
Those who have done a beginners course with the C/W section are most welcome
to attend as we will make sure you are in groups that can all climb safely togeather.

Please contact Clayton on claytongarbes@hotmail.com NO LATER than Monday 6th
March to express an interest.
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Rock Two( Sport Lead Climbing Course) -8th of April (back up 9thth of April)
Due to demand with the first Rock 2 course in November being full with a waiting list,
we have put on a second course for the season.
This course is designed for those making the transition from indoor or outdoor top
rope climbing, looking to learn how to lead on bolts.
Lead belaying (not with a gri gri) would be an advantage but some lead belaying will
also be taught for those needing it.
This will be a full day course on the Port hills in Christchurch, running from
approximately 8.30am to 5pm and by signing up, you must be available for the reserve
day in case of bad weather.
The course will cover the following only:
Balance and movement on rock.
Placing gear. Lead belaying. Sport lead climbing. Setting up sport anchors.
Transition at the anchor station. Abseiling.
EQUIPMENT LIST
Harness (please provide yourself).
Rock shoes (please provide yourself).
Climbing helmet (can be provided if requested).
Belay device and screw gate biner (can be provided if requested).
Safety chain/daisy chain and screw gate biner (can be provided if requested).
Prussick – 1 metre before tying (please provide yourself – can be purchased at
Bivouac).
Third screw gate biner (can be provided if requested).
Chalk bag (optional – please provide yourself).
This course is limited to 8 participants, aged 16 and over with current NZAC members
getting first priority, after this, non NZAC members will be allowed on if spots
available.
The cost of the course will be $50 for NZAC members / Students and $80 for non
members and is non refundable if you have to withdraw without enough time to find a
replacement for your spot.
Please contact Clayton on claytongarbes@hotmail.com with details of your climbing
level, membership details if current and any other relevant details.
A registration form will be sent out to those accepted onto the course and the course fee
must be paid upon returning the form to guarantee your spot.
This course is only available to those in the Canterbury / Westland section area.
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World youth climbing championship
-Shania Gibson
On the 31st October 2016, eight New Zealand climbing athletes and two Climbing
New Zealand officials made their way to Auckland international airport, one of them
being myself. This would be my first time leaving New Zealand and therefore my first
time internationally competing in sport climbing and bouldering. We were headed to
the World Youth Climbing Championships which would be held in Guangzhou, China,
however our first stop was Singapore for four days to train with the Singapore Youth
Climbing Team at Onsight Climbing gym. The reason for this was due to the lack of
training facilities that would have been available to us in China. The first day of
training was more of a fun session where the team and our coach spent a couple of
hours working on some pretty awesome competition style boulder problems. Day two,
three and four were more intense and longer training sessions, covering lead climbing,
more bouldering including a mock boulder competition with the Singapore Youth and
even speed climbing which three New Zealanders had chosen to compete in (youth A
males). Singapore’s heat and mugginess made our training sessions so much more
difficult, trying to climb in heat that was no less than 30 degrees Celsius each day.
However, we all knew it would be good acclimatisation for the days to come in China.
Whilst in Singapore, the team also did a bit of sightseeing. One of the highlights was
gardens by the bay where we explored Cloud Forest and Flower Dome. It was very
pretty and full of interesting species of flowers, plants and cactus which kept us all
mesmerized for quite some time. Leaving Singapore personally felt a bit sad for me as

Team NZ at the opening ceremony
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I had already made so many memories whilst being there but at the same time I was
incredibly excited to get to China and be able to compete in the sport I am most
passionate about. Arriving in China at 1am in the morning (local time) was an
interesting experience, we all got through customs fine and our team manager had
booked a shuttle to get us all to our hotel, however the shuttle never arrived. This left
us stranded at the airport for quite some time while Jo tried to track down another
shuttle. Not having any international data or calling minutes, let alone the language
barrier, made it quite the mission. We managed to finally get a shuttle around 2.30am
in the morning. The driver did not speak any English so he would stop in one of the
lanes on the motorway every fifteen minutes to check his GPS. We were all a bit
concerned he may not have been going in the right direction but after about an hour
and a half we finally made it to our hotel. We all crashed as soon as we got there, I was
incredibly exhausted. We had a couple days prior to the competition of down time to
chill out and recover from the previous four days. During this time, I met a lot of
climbers from different parts of the world who were all staying at the same hotel as us.
The evening of the second day in China was the opening ceremony of the World Youth
Championships. We all turned up in our uniform and decided that Sam would be the
flag bearer. Our team mascot was an inflatable kiwi that we carried around with us.
There were so many countries at the opening ceremony; it was a pretty incredible
experience. The first day of competing began the morning after. Lead climbing
qualification one. My first climb was on a wall that gradually became more overhung.
Route reading the climb, I felt reasonably confident that I would be able to get quite
far up. Warm up was a push and shove due to the amount of wall space available being
small. I felt ready going out for my first climb which settled the nerves a little bit. I got
on the climb and managed to get up to clipping third clip but at the same time, my heel
popped off and I slipped and fell. I felt quite disappointed but fortunately my team
mates were onto it and quickly put me into bright spirits again. Day two was lead
qualification two. This time, my climb was on more of a straight wall. I came out
feeling a bit more nervous than the day before. I managed to get further on the second
climb before falling off at a move that was very hard. I felt happy coming down from
that climb that I had tried my best and given top efforts. None of the New Zealand
team made semi-finals but we were all very happy with our performance and stoked to
have had the experience competing in lead climbing internationally. Further on in the
week, bouldering qualifications started. I was incredibly excited to compete in
bouldering as it is my favourite discipline. I enjoyed all five of my boulder problems.
Some of them were incredibly hard to the point getting off the ground was a struggle
but others I was able to get a decent amount of the way up. I managed to obtain a
bonus hold which I was pretty stoked about. The boy’s bouldering had to be called off
halfway through their qualification due to wet weather. This gave their entire age
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group automatic entry to semi-finals so they all got to compete two days in bouldering
which they were pretty excited about. None of the New Zealand females made semifinals and none of the males made finals but once again we were all content about our
performances. We watched the finals for bouldering a day later which was incredibly
inspiring seeing world class climber’s absolutely crush the problems. This upped my
psych to a whole new level and has made me want to train harder and get stronger for
2017. Leaving China was very sad for all of us, leaving behind all the people we had
met, the memories we had made and knowing it would be the last time properly
together as the 2016 New Zealand Climbing Team but in many ways we were all
excited to get back to New Zealand to see our families and share the amazing stories
we had experienced while across the other side of the world. The world Youth
Championships 2016 was an incredible experience of a lifetime and one I will never
forget. It has inspired me, motivated me even more, changed me and allowed to me to
meet so many great people worldwide which I am incredibly grateful for.

Team Singapore and team NZ
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Unwin Christmas Meet
- Andrew Barrett
Although a smaller turnout than the last meet, the 8 of us attending had a fantastic
time. Six of us opted for a trip up Mt Edgar Thompson on the Saturday, with Graham
and Jude enjoying the walk up Sebastopol. We enjoyed some good food at the Old
Mountaineers Café on the Saturday night – despite some members of the group being
rather jaded from the day’s activities. On Sunday, most people opted for climbing in
the sun at Sebastopol Bluffs and enjoying the scenery.

Climbing on the
Sebastopol Bluffs.
Photo: Andrew
Barrett

The trip report below was written by Matt Aldridge regarding the Mt Edgar Thompson
day trip on the Saturday.
After discussing possible options for a day trip on Saturday we settled on the east ridge
of Edgar Thomson, whilst being serenaded by the Fairlie Flukes. The rest of the
evening consisted of a meet and greet whilst Andy tried to supplement his meagre
supply of gear, having left most of it in Christchurch.
The 5am alarm didn’t see much action for the first ten minutes but the team dragged
themselves out of bed and set off up Hoophorn stream an hour later. Walking poles
were graciously shared to aid in a couple of river crossings (many thanks to Tim,
Jenny, and Alan) before the real work began. We walked up the 2 nd gut on the left
towards the saddle west of Mount Hodgkinson and exited it far too late (many
apologies).
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A quick break on the saddle to celebrate half the vertical gain, and then it was easy
going up the ridge with fantastic views of Cook to the North and Pukaki to the South.
The alpine shrub eventually gave out to what unfortunately turned out to be soft snow.
Progress remained steady with Andy kicking steps as frantically as he had searched for
gear the previous night.
Soft snow on steepening slopes wasn’t a pleasant prospect and caused two members of
the group to retire, with the rest of us plodding slowly on. We pushed on up some soft
snow slopes, gained the ridge and walked the last 20 minutes to the summit. After a
brief photoshoot on the summit we had time for a quick feed, then donned jackets
against the stiffening breeze and began our descent. Impressive bum-slides were
observed of both Tim and Jenny as they appeared to slide down the mountain side in an
armchair of snow. The going was quick and we were back at the saddle within an hour.
A much easier route down the tussock was spotted and the descent down to Hoophorn
stream was swift.
Andy’s refusal to cross the river on the walk out resulted in some dangling from
matagouri branches, but we eventually caught back up to Tim and Jenny. Shortly after
we were back at the cars and minutes later enjoying a much needed shower at Unwin
where we were reunited with Flo and Alan.
A very enjoyable trip, thanks to all involved and Andy for organising the meet.

On Mount Edgar Thompson.
Photo: Matt Aldridge
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Five get high on paint fumes at Tarn and Youngman
huts.
- Neil Pilbrow
“Should we start painting the hut or go surfing on the tarn?” was the question on the
minds of four members of the Midweek Mountaineers group as we emerged from our
tents after a night of buffeting from the nor-west gale. The wind was whipping up
white-caps on the nearby tarn as we made a dash for the hut, where Jim Henderson
from DoC Rangiora, Claire Newell and their two kids were comfortably ensconced,
and enjoyed breakfast as the hut rocked.
The previous day, while the team tramped up to the somewhat exposed Tarn Hut in a
moderate gale, Jim had ferried paint, cleaning materials and equipment, a generator,
ladder and a week’s food for the party of eight, on the DoC side-by-side off-roader. The
objective for the week was to paint the outside and clean up the inside of the four bunk
Tarn and six bunk Youngman Huts, both of which were sorely in need of some TLC.
Particularly Tarn, which had not been touched for about 20 years.
Fortunately the rain on day one came to nothing and, battling the nor-wester, we
completed the cleaning down and a first coat on the roof and walls, window and door.
Next morning, with heavy packs, including cleaning materials, 12 litres of paint,
brushes and food (not to mention the hors d’oeuvres), we were blown over Lillburn
Hill to the picturesquely situated Youngman hut and attacked it with gusto. Here we
were relatively sheltered from the worst of the nor-wester, but not the sandflies, which
were pleased to see new meat arrive. Justice, of sorts, was achieved as many ended up
stuck in the wet paint…
much to the glee of the
wasps who then proceeded
to eat the trapped bodies,
leaving just the wings.

Neil Pilbrow and Dave
Kennedy painting Youngman
Hut.
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Youngman Hut is a popular place, with three other parties visiting the hut while we
were in residence. Fortunately, there are plenty of good tent sites close by. Hamish and
Mari built a very fine dam in the nearby Ashley River, raising the swimming hole by a
further foot, to the delight of its several users.
We left two days later, pleased with the transformation achieved, having scrubbed the
inside from top to toe and put two coats on everything outside, including the toilet,
which now sports a rustic toilet roll holder and parka hook on the door, fashioned from
local materials.
Returning over Lillburn Hill to Tarn Hut, where we were reunited with the nor-wester,
which was now blowing only half a gale, paint was applied to the walls, roof, and each
other (courtesy of the gusts). A belay was required to hold Jim in place as he battled to
finish the roof. That left only the final coat of polyurethane to be put on the inside of
the hut before we departed down-hill, having spent a very satisfying and convivial six
days in the hills.
The party members were Rod Thomson, Carolyn Catt, Dave Kennedy, Neil Pilbrow,
and Jim Henderson and Claire Newell with Mari and Hamish. 11-16 January 2017.

Job done at Tarn Hut.
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Wilding pines at Ferintosh
-Pat Predergast
Wilding conifers now inhabit more than 2 million hectares of the NZ landscape and are
spreading at a rate of about 90,000 ha/year. At this rate, DOC predicts 20% of NZ will
be invaded by wilding conifer forests within 20 years (see the article in Wilderness, Jan
2017 and http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/farming/87202492/where-the-wildings-are-aneverending-fight-for-the-high-country Dec 10, 2016). The worst offenders are Pinus
contorta (Lodgepole pine), Pinus nigra (Corsican pine), Pseudotsuga menziesli
(Douglas fir) and Pinus ponderosa (Ponderosa pine).
Ferintosh run-holders Marion and Gilbert Seymour have embraced the responsibility of
managing wilding pines (and now Rowan-a new invasive tree) on the western shores of
Lake Pukaki for over 30 years at considerable cost to them.
In appreciation of the access and support to the NZ climbing community given by the
Seymours over many years, a small group of “Wednesday mountaineers” recently held
a weekend work-party to help with this eradication. The group included Pat
Prendergast, co-ordinator of the Wednesday group and initiator of this weekend, Greg
Siddells, Daryll, Barbara and David Thomson. We were warmly hosted by the
Seymours in “the cottage” and with a little local knowledge, Daryll soon returned with
two fine lake trout – Sunday night dinner sorted.
Sunday saw us scouring the road to lake section of Ferintosh, armed with loppers,
chainsaws, a slasher and enthusiasm. We worked through the day with stops for
morning tea and lunch by the lake. By 4pm we had covered quite a large area and felt
very satisfied with the results of the day’s effort as many of the trees cut down were
just starting to develop cones, ready to contribute to the wilding problem. That evening
we enjoyed a meal with the Seymours, enhanced with the local trout and Ferintosh
raspberries with ice-cream. On Monday we continued the same work further along the
road. But by midday the chainsaws were very blunt and the bodies weary so we called
it a day, pleased to have made a contribution to the eradication of these invaders of
Ferintosh Station. We are encouraged to contribute again in the future.

Removing a wild pine. Photo:
Pat Prendergast
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Chairperson’s Update
-Craig Hosking
Section monthly meeting
End of last year we had the NZAC 125th Anniversary Dinner which was a huge
success. Many great stories were told over good company and food. Big thank you to
all of those who supported this by attending, being a guest speaker or the being part of
the setup.
Crag update
Joe Arts and others have been overhauling Huntsbury Spur Crag, a few minor jobs to
go. Hopefully this will become a good place for the Wednesday climbing group.
On the 10th of December last year Jane Fonda Workout Wall’s new track down the
gully was made and improvements around the base of the crag.
Thanks heaps to Troy Mattingley for organising, along with Warrick Matheson, Alec
McCallum, Kester Brown, Zac Orme, Grant Piper and Clayton Garbes for attending.
Winter Co-ordinator committee position
This is an admin position helping co-ordinate our winter instruction program. If you’re
a great organiser and want to help contribute in this rewarding role please email
cw.chairperson@gmail.com
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Charlie Catt
-Clayton Garbes
On the 1st of December 2016, while climbing Mt Harper in Arthurs Pass, long serving
NZAC member and volunteer winter instructor for the Canterbury / Westland section
for over 10 years, Charlie Catt, died as a result of a fall.
Charlie was climbing with one other, who had stopped at around 2000 metres, with
Charlie carrying on.
Sometime shortly after and for unknown reasons, Charlie took a fall of approximately
150 metres, suffering immediate, unsurvivable injuries.
Charlie’s climbing partner who activated their PLB, was first extracted off the
mountain with Charlie recovered on Friday and returned home to Christchurch.
Almost two months on now, it still seems quite unbelievable that Charlie has been
taken from us and his loss is huge, not only as a fantastic volunteer instructor for the
C/W section, but as a friend of many and especially as a loving husband and best friend
of his wife Carolyn.
Charlie was without a doubt, a very special person and not only volunteered as a snow
craft instructor but also with over 20 years as a volunteer for the Travis Werland Trust,
Red Cross, numerous work parties at NZAC Arthurs Pass Lodge, local crag and track
maintenance on the Port Hills and more recently the LandSAR team in Christchurch.
Charlie was a man of the people, who loved people from all walks of life, travelled
extensively around the World – from Asia, North America, to Central Asia and The
Galapagos Islands to name a few.
He was also very passionate about organic living, music of all kinds, Art House
movies, sport and the environment – especially conservation and climate change.
My own friendship with Charlie ( and Carolyn ), goes back over 22 years and I
consider Charlie to be my
closest friend in this time.
I don’t remember exactly
where we met or our first
trip into the hills but over
the last 22 years we have
shared some amazing
adventures together as
well as with many other
friends.
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I first took Charlie rock climbing when he was the ripe old age of 55 and he quickly
learned all the skills required, was always solid at the grades between 15 and 17 on trad
and more importantly, just loved being out with like minded people.
There are too many memorable trips in the hills to mention – from the Mt Aspiring
region, West Coast, Mt Cook, Arthurs Pass (including numerous ascents of Mt
Rolleston), the Seaward and Inland Kaikoura’s where we climbed almost all of the
peaks together and rock climbing in Canterbury and Paynes Ford.
As an instructor, firstly with myself and Mike Darton for the Avon Tramping Club over
15 years ago and for over the last 10 years, on the beginners snow craft courses run by
the Canterbury / Westland section of the NZAC, Charlie was without a doubt, the most
patient, considerate and caring instructor I have ever known and he had a skill set to
match any instructor over those years of involvement. Another great thing Charlie
taught to the beginners was his knowledge on weather and his power point
presentations at Arthurs Pass Lodge were both well appreciated by the students and
fellow instructors but also legendary (one year he didn’t have a laser pointer so found
the next best thing – the largest kitchen knife he could find to point things out on the
screen and rather enthusiastically waved it around as people in the front ducked for
cover! )
Charlie was farewelled on the 14th December in a wonderful service with between 250
and 300 people attending from all walks of life that Charlie was involved in. There
were some wonderful eulogys and a fitting and well deserved Guard of Honour as
Charlie’s casket left the Chapel.
We wish to acknowledge all those who helped with the recovery of Charlie and support
of his climbing partner at the time – especially The Rescue Coordination Centre, NZ
Police, Canterbury / Westcoast Air Rescue Trust, Alpine Cliff Rescue Team and D.O.C
Arthurs Pass and a special thanks to all those who sent messages of support and cards
to Carolyn in this extremely difficult time.
Charlie will never be forgotten and always hold a special place in the hearts of many.
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Notices
Boots for sale
The Salomon boots have been used only once and
are size U.K. 10. The Koflach Degre boots have a
bit of wear, but are in
good condition. Not sure on price, just open to
reasonable offers. People
can either e -mail or ring Norm on 03 526 8383.
I'll leave it in your capable hands
Thanks for your help
Linda and Norm (ex members)

Life insurance
One item mentioned in many responses to services the Club could provide was life
insurance that covers mountaineering and climbing. We have looked into this and
thanks to Peter Garrett of Alpine Risk Management a voluntary group policy has been
brokered which is underwritten by Sovereign Insurance.This policy is only available to
NZAC members.
Sovereign is prepared to underwrite life/trauma/accidental death cover worldwide for
members who engage in mountaineering, and will discount standard life premium rates
by 10%.
For those interested in obtaining life insurance, please email pbgarrett@xtra.co.nz.
When emailing Peter, please let him know your full name, date of birth, contact phone
number(s) and best time of day to call. He will then arrange for a Sovereign
Authorised Financial Adviser to get in touch with you.
Each policy issued will vary between customers depending on what options are chosen.
Research Project: Rock Climbing Injuries
Sam Terry has completed his research project on rock climbing injuries towards his
bachelor of sport and exercise at SIT. Please view his published results for your
information on our website:
https://alpineclub.org.nz/research-project-rock-climbing-injuries/
Thanks to all who participated in the survey that aided Sam to complete his report.19

New discount provider: Peak Safety Ltd & Sherwood Yoga
15% off courses and medical supplies to NZAC members
To obtain your discount online you will also need to quote NZAC in the company field
and then your membership number.
Peak Safety Ltd was formed in 1996, specialising in safety and emergency
management in the outdoors. Our strength comes from many years managing safety on
the frontline. We are proud to be part of the Vertical Horizonz New Zealand Training
Group who we work with to meet NZQA standards.
Our courses are run in such a way that they meet industry standards while providing
enjoyable, practical and engaging experiences. The products we sell are always what
we have found useful in delivering emergency care ourselves. Our services are based
on the decades of experience developed working in just about every outdoor
environment imaginable.
Sherwood Yoga and Wellbeing Queenstown
To support NZ’s awesome population of adventurers Sherwood is offering NZAC
members 10% off all yoga & Pilates, classes, passes & massage.

NZAC 2107 Calendar and 125th Anniversary Clothing – Sale
The remaining stock of our 125th Anniversary clothing and the NZAC’s 2017
Photographic Comp Calendar are now on sale. Please see the club’s online store for
details on remaining clothing sizes/colours and to
purchase: https://alpineclub.org.nz/online-shop/

The Sharp End of a Short Rope: forty years of the New Zealand Mountain
Guides Association
By Graham Loughton
$40.00. NZAC Members Price: $35
Mountain guiding is a risky occupation, but for those who love being in the mountains
and enjoy sharing that adventurous world with others, it is a most rewarding vocation.
New Zealand has a tradition of skilled mountain guiding stretching back into the
nineteenth century.
This celebration of the first forty years of the New Zealand Mountain Guides
Association shows how that reputation has been built on and enhanced by modern
professional guides.
They not only lead their clients to mountain summits, but also take them ski touring,
snowboarding, heliskiing, alpine trekking, and onto glaciers.
And the activity is not restricted to New Zealand. Well-qualified local mountain guides
20
energetically pursue their calling all over the world, from Antarctica, to the Americas,
Europe, Himalaya, Japan and Greenland.

DoC concerned over damage to vegetation in Mt Cavendish reserve
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Canterbury / Westland Section Gear Hire
(For NZAC Members only)

The C/W Section has a good range of equipment available to be hired to members.
Section trips and instruction will take priority but members are more than welcome to
hire on private trips and for other people on those trips (members or non members ).
All equipment hired is on a cash only basis with a receipt provided and must be paid
when picking up (please don’t ask to pay online or after the completion of the trip – no $
up front, no hire, no exceptions!).
Equipment must be returned within 24 hours of completion of hire period or by
arrangement, otherwise an additional ‘late return’ fee may incur.
All equipment hired must be returned in a clean and undamaged state and the hirer is
responsible for any loss or damage and may be required to cover any repair or
replacement costs.
Bulk hire or for extended hire periods will get a discount on the daily rate of $10 per day
per item and $5 each extra day (for all items unless stated).
Equipment List
Plastic and rigid leather mountaineering boots (20 pair of limited sizes).
Crampons (9 pair – fully adjustable).
Walking ice axes (9 of various lengths).
Technical ice axes and hammers (5 pair of various kinds).
Avalanche kits (12 sets of Pieps DSP sport transceivers/shovels and probes).
Snow shoes (2 pair).
EPIRB (1 x emergency locator beacon).
Alpine ropes (6 x 50 metre dry – NZAC courses only not private hire).
Helmets (6 of various models). $5 per day and $2.50 each extra day.
Harnesses (3 of various sizes). $5 per day and $2.50 each extra day.
Snow stakes (8 with mid clip wire). $5 per day and $2.50 each extra day.
Ice screws (12 x various BD and Petzl). $5 per day and $2.50 each extra day.
Trad gear – various sizes of cams, hexes and nuts (NZAC courses only not private hire).
Price on quantity.
Petrol drill (provide own fuel)
.
To arrange hire contact is by two options only – text only on 0274461562 for quickest
reply or email claytongarbes@hotmail.com for evening reply.
Flexible times are available to hire gear but most evenings from Sunday to Thursday
only (please do not contact ‘last minute’ on a Friday expecting to pick up gear the same
day).
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Trip guidelines
An important part of the NZAC is volunteer organised trips. Many members will have had their first alpine
experiences on club trips. And many will also have organised trips, helping other members enjoy our alpine
environment. If you're thinking of joining or organising a trip, here are some guidelines on what to expect.
Responsibilities of a Trip Participant
•
You are responsible for your own safety. If you are uncomfortable with any situation it is up to you to let your
Trip organiser know straight away.
•
Be prepared to drive or pay transport costs (petrol, wear and tear) as determined by the Trip organiser.
•
Make sure you are as fit and healthy as possible.
•
Make sure you have a clear idea of the trip's goals and what will be required of you to achieve those goals.
Obtain a relevant map and know where you are going, what type of terrain is involved, what gear you will
need and the knowledge of how to use it.
•
Be honest to your Trip Organiser about how much experience you have and accept that the Trip Organiser
might not accept you on the trip if he/she thinks you are not experienced enough.
•
Get in contact with the Trip Organiser as soon as you are confident that you want to go on the trip.
• If you discover that you cannot go on the trip then let the Trip Organiser know as soon as possible so that
another person can take your place.
•
Read, understand and return the signed copy of the NZAC waiver form to the Trip Organiser.
Responsibilities of a Trip organiser
• Trips should be fun for everyone. They are not very hard to organise and can be very rewarding. Choose a
mountain, peak, hill, traverse, route, crag, or whatever and get out there and meet some keen club members!
•
You cannot be responsible for the safety of every member of the group, but you should aim to empower every
group member with enough knowledge to make their own informed decisions about the proposed trip both
before and during the trip.
•
Choose a realistic goal for the time available and give prospective group members an idea of the amount of
effort required to achieve the stated goal
•
Set a group size limit based on your experience, the goal, time available and group fitness and experience.
•
Let the group know what skills and equipment are needed when they sign up so that everyone is prepared.
• Provide the trip Participants with a copy of the NZAC waiver form and have them understand, sign and return
it to you in advance of the trip.
•
Organise travel arrangements at the earliest opportunity and let everyone know how much they should expect
to pay for transport costs (petrol, wear and tear).
• Prepare detailed trip intentions and leave them with at least one responsible individual. The intentions should
include a latest return time/date which would trigger a search initiated by the responsible individual(s) and
involving the relevant authorities (Police, SAR, etc).
•
If someone on the trip voices their concern about the situation it is up to you (with the help of the group) to
find a safe solution where possible. This may involve everyone turning around.
•
Give priority to NZAC members
•
Find someone on the trip to write an interesting trip report for the Section Newsletter.

Benefits for NZAC members
NZAC Membership gives you access to many discounts with the following retailers.
You may be asked to present your active NZAC membership.
To see full terms and conditions and other benefits of being a member, please visit
https://alpineclub.org.nz/benefits-of-membership

Cactus
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Section Library
Section Library Did you know that the Section has its own library and that unlike the
National Office library you can actually borrow the books in the Section library?
Every section meeting I will bring a good selection of the hundreds of books in the
library, along with the DVDs.
The contents of the C/W Section library can be found online
here: http://bit.ly/CWLibrary (Note: There is a list of DVDs on the second tab of the
spreadsheet). If you would like to borrow a book or DVD then please email me and
we’ll sort something out.
Library policies are pretty flexible –
·
You must have a current NZAC membership card to borrow
·
Books are generally to be returned within 2 months, but new purchases will be
expected to be returned within 1 month.
·
DVDs are expected to be returned within 2 weeks.
When you are ready to return a book, email me.
John Roper-Lindsay - Librarian , john@roperlindsay.com, 021 395513
NOTE: - You may return books/DVDs in one of 4 ways.
1)
Return them to next Section meeting.
2)
Drop them off at National Office and tell whomever you speak to that they are for
C/W library.
3)
Drop them off at Boffa Miskell office at 4 Hazeldean Road (near Hagley Park,
just off Lincoln Road), marked for “Yvonne”.
4)
Email/text/phone me to arrange handover some other way
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NZAC Deceased Members
Name: Ralph Clifford Wills
Notified: by his son Barrie J Wills
Joined: 1/1/1946 (70yrs membership)
Section: South Canterbury
Member Type: Veteran 50yr Vet
Member number: 1764
Date of Birth: 23/10/1925
Deceased: 27/12/2016 (91yr)
Name: Philip Edward Booth
Notified: by Chas
Joined: 11/11/2002
Section: Nelson/Marlborough
Member Type: Senior
Member number: 4752
Date of Birth: 20/04/1946
Deceased: unknown (70yr)
Name: Ralph Clifford Wills
Notified: by Bill Lendrum
Joined: 1/1/1953
Section: Southland
Member Type: Life Member
Member number: 1117
Date of Birth: 23/04/1935
Deceased: yet to be advised
Name: Charlie Catt
Notified: Clayton Garbes
Joined: 07/07/2003
Section: Canty/Westland
Member Type: Senior Family Member
Member number: 136
Date of Birth: 15/6/1947
Deceased: 1/12/2016 (69yr)
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Canterbury/Westland Section of The New Zealand Alpine Club

Facebook page
http://www.facebook.com/pages/NZACCanterburyWestland/176920578985933
Section Library
http://bit.ly/CWLibrary

Section Contacts
Chairman
Craig Hosking
022 3509656
cw.chairperson@gmail.com
Secretary
Rosalie Hosking
rosalie.hosking@gmail.com
Events
Jim Petersen
jim.r.petersen@gmail.com
Accommodation Committee Rep.
Phillip Tree
Phillip.tree@taitradio.com
Instruction Coordinator
Clayton Garbes
027 4461562
claytongarbes@hotmail.com
Recreational advocacy
Lindsay Main
Lindsay.main@caverock.co.nz
Trips Coordinator
Andrew Barrett
022 043 4227
andrew.barrett@liquidvoice.co.nz
Online Coordinator
Shannon van Til
shannonvantil@gmail.com

Treasurer
John Roper-Lindsay
john@roperlindsay.com
Arthur’s Pass Lodge
John Henson
027 4714075
hensonj@xtra.co.nz
Rock Climbing Coordinator
Janet Nicol
0212307721
janetnicol@hotmail.com
Section Evenings
Nina Dickerhof
021 02355634
nina.dickerhof@gmail.com
National Committee Rep.
Yvonne Pfluger
027 6004679
yvonne.pfluger@boffamiskell.co.nz
Newsletter
James Thornton
0272608924
nzac.cw.newsletter@gmail.com
Library
John Roper-Lindsay
john@roperlindsay.com
General
Grant Piper
021 711300 grubbie@ihug.co.nz
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